Online communication platforms are increasingly used to express suicidal thoughts. There is considerable interest in monitoring such messages, both for population-wide and individual prevention purposes, and to inform suicide research and policy. Online information overload prohibits manual detection, which is why keyword search methods are typically used. However, these are imprecise and unable to handle implicit references or linguistic noise. As an alternative, this study investigates supervised text classification to model and detect suicidality in Dutch-language forum posts. Genetic algorithms were used to optimise models through feature selection and hyperparameter optimisation.
Introduction
Suicidal behaviour is an important public health concern. Globally, an estimated one million people die by suicide each year [42] , making it the sixth leading cause of death for adults aged 20 to 59 years, and the primary cause of death among teenagers [45] . Apart from successful suicides, there are ten to twenty times as many non-fatal attempts, which also have disruptive emotional and economic consequences. Suicide ideation has an even higher incidence: in a Belgian survey, suicidal thoughts were found to have affected 10% of the male and 15% of the female population between 15 and 24 years old [10] .
In spite of these alarming numbers, suicide is generally considered a preventable death: regardless of a victim's stage in the suicidal process (i.e. the progressive stadia of suicidal thoughts, attempt(s) and actual suicide), there often remains ambivalence between life and death. It is a common adage in prevention discourse that suicide is a permanent solution to a temporary problem. Prevention is typically aimed at either the general population, by reducing risk factors and removing barriers to mental health access, or at people who are known or expected to have suicidal tendencies, with adequate risk assessment, medication, therapy and acute crisis support (e.g. suicide hotlines). However, these two prevention types fail to adequately reach the blind spot in between:
at-risk individuals who have not yet exhibited suicidal behaviour or found their way to secondary prevention. Efforts to bridge that gap may benefit significantly from suicidality detection on social media.
The rise of the 'social' Web 2.0 has had far-reaching implications for human communication. It opened up the possibility to interact and form communities online. Inevitably, these developments have also had an impact on how people communicate about suicidal behaviour. [32] found evidence of reduced inhibition and more self-disclosure in online communication, since it can offer anonymity and a sense of control. Social media have indeed become an outlet for people contemplating suicide to share their thoughts and feelings. Such suicidal expressions can be recognized and responded to by peers, although this may happen in an inappropriate or untimely fashion, if at all. It is therefore preferable to also have trained website administrators or suicide prevention workers monitor user-generated content, if this is not in conflict with users' preferences, safety and privacy concerns.
Given the massive volume of online content that is continually produced, manual monitoring is practically infeasible. Automatic approaches are therefore required. A search-based approach that uses keywords to locate relevant content would reduce the volume, but still presents a number of problems:
• Specific search queries may only cover a limited range of explicit suicidal expressions (e.g. suicide or kill myself ). Search terms are inadequate for detecting implicit mentions, such as Wouldn't it be better if I went now?
or I would like to end the pain forever.
• The number of possible (explicit) expressions is too large to capture effectively with keywords. Adding multiple or broader search terms inevitably increases the amount of false positives, adding to the burden for prevention workers who monitor the results. Even highly topical search terms yield false positives, e.g. political suicide.
to measure recall, i.e. the number of actually suicidal bloggers that are missing from the results.
A study by [19] also takes a keyword-based approach to detect at-risk content, on Twitter. Keywords were manually selected, along with exclusion terms (e.g. cutting myself and shaving, accidentally and slack ). The approach was validated by collecting geolocated tweets that matched the terms, comparing them to tweets from random users from the same US state, and calculating the proportion of at-risk users versus background users. Proportions that departed from the expected (nation-wide) proportion were found to be strongly correlated to the actual age-adjusted state suicide rates, indicating that Twitter may be viable for large-scale monitoring of suicide risk factors. A limitation of the study is that it may not be reliable on an atomic level, i.e. for specific Twitter users.
In [29] , suicide-related keywords were used to collect tweets with the Twitter search API. A sample of the resulting dataset was manually labeled as strongly concerning, possibly concerning or safe to ignore. Cross-validated machine learning models were found to perform as well as humans in distinguishing the categories, using token unigram bags-of-words as features. The study is the first to use machine learning to predict the level of concern for suicide-related messages.
To find those suicide-related messages, keywords are still required.
The present study differs from the above work in that it does not rely on keyword filtering for the high-skew problem of detecting suicidal messages in general user-generated content. Instead, we investigate a supervised text classification approach with a rich set of text features. Performance is evaluated on an atomic level, so as to determine the practical feasibility to connect caregivers to potential victims. The experimental dataset allows to not only evaluate precision, but also recall and F-score.
Data
An important obstacle in using supervised machine learning instead of keyword spotting is that the former requires labeled training data, which in the case of suicidality detection is particularly hard to obtain. No corpora of suiciderelated online content are readily available. We describe a newly developed scheme for suicidality annotation, and the collection of suicide-related and reference corpora for annotation, training and validation of online suicidality detection models.
Annotation
Online text that mentions suicide or contains indications of suicidal thoughts can present itself in many forms, and not all of it is relevant for prevention purposes. In order to develop an annotation scheme that is motivated by practice, we collaborated with the Flemish Suicide Prevention Centre (CPZ 1 ). This resulted in a cascaded scheme, based on criteria that are commonly used for suicide threat assessment [23] . Figure 1 presents an outline of the scheme.
First, a text is judged on its relevance using a clinical definition of suicide.
It can either match the definition, mention suicide differently (in hyperboles or in non-clinical senses, e.g. suicide terrorism), or be unrelated. Only texts that match the definition are annotated further.
Next, the genre is annotated. Some texts are journalistic, informative or scientific (reports or research on suicide), others are personal in nature. For personal texts, we indicate whether they (partly) consist of a joke or other fictitious account, or one or more citations (e.g. the lyrics of a song).
In case of a non-fictitious personal text, the subject of the suicidal content is determined as either the author, some other person, or both. Instigations to commit suicide are flagged.
Finally, the severity of the suicide threat is annotated, depending on the presence of suicide thoughts or plans. language used to describe them, and indicate the presence of risk factors and protective factors.
The scheme was implemented in brat [39] , an open-source online annotation tool which we modified to allow text-level annotations. A team of trained crisis responders at CPZ, consisting of four members of staff and two volunteers, carried out annotation of the experimental corpus described in Section 3.3, over the course of eight months. One member of staff managed the annotation effort and double-checked all annotations to remove errors, to ensure consistency and to resolve disagreements by discussing a consensus annotation. In cases of ambiguity, consensus erred on the side of caution and the more pessimistic annotation was chosen.
Two detection tasks
Based on the annotations, we defined two binary text classification problems that each correspond to a practical use case. The relevance task is concerned with the detection of suicide-related content, which includes all posts that receive a Relevance: suicide in the strict sense annotation. The severity task is about the detection of posts that present a high suicide risk, and should receive priority attention from suicide prevention workers. Positive instances for the severity task are the posts that have a Severity: high or Severity: intermediate annotation. This corresponds to the set of personally written, non-fictional posts that contain evidence (as per the annotator's judgment) that the post author or a known peer has suicidal thoughts and/or a suicide plan.
Inter-annotator agreement was assessed for both tasks, using a set of one hundred posts, forty of which contained suicide-related keywords. Two CPZ volunteers and one member of staff annotated the set independently. We calculated pairwise and average agreement, in terms of F-score (on the positive class) and Cohen's κ [2] . IAA results are presented in Table 1 .
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Relevance Some annotators consider these posts to be about some generic person, and therefore label them low-risk, while others interpret them as veiled expressions of suicide ideation by the author. Annotators may also need more information to judge whether suicidal thoughts are in play, because of vagueness by the author, or the limitations of a written and one-directional medium (compared to a spoken interaction).
Overall, we can conclude that given the inherent ambiguity of the task, the guidelines allow reliable annotation for relevance, and they are not the main cause of confusion for severity annotation.
Corpus collection
The experiments in this study were performed on Dutch-language forum and blog messages posted on Netlog 2 , a social networking site that was particularly popular amongst teenagers at the time of data collection. Given the low inci-dence of suicidal messages, we used a two-pronged approach to build a corpus containing a non-trivial amount of suicide-related text. The majority of the corpus (n = 1 000) was expanded with 9 000 messages that were randomly sampled from a Netlog data dump from the same period.
These messages were manually checked for presence of suicidality, and one additional relevant and severe post was found. This formed the training corpus (n = 10 000) used for cross-validation experiments.
A small set of 40 relevant posts, 20 of which severe, was reserved for held-out and scaling experiments. It was combined with increasingly large samples from the Netlog data dump (10 000, 30 000, 100 000 and 300 000 posts), to obtain datasets that approach the real-world incidence of suicide-related material. The smallest resulting corpus (n = 10, 040) serves as a held-out test set, and was manually checked for additional relevant (n = 18) and severe (n = 6) posts.
The larger corpora were not manually annotated, so the labels for the majority of their posts is unknown, although they can be assumed to predominantly unrelated to suicide. In the scaling experiments performed on these datasets, we therefore only measure precision. This provides insight into the practical usability (amount of noise) of our best models on highly skewed data. 
Text classification for suicidality detection

Feature representation
Given the small amount of positive training material, preprocessing and feature design was oriented towards abstraction from the source text to decrease data sparsity. The raw input strings were converted with unidecode, a library to transliterate Unicode characters into ASCII and thus reduce variation. Next, the data was preprocessed with Pattern [5] , to perform tokenisation (splitting off punctuation from words), part-of-speech tagging (assigning a morphosyntactic category to each token) and lemmatisation (leading to the base form of each token).
After preprocessing, we defined a set of features to model the two prediction tasks:
• Bag-of-words features consisting of word and lemma uni-, bi-and trigrams (W1, W2, W3, and LEM1, LEM2, LEM3). We also included character bi-, tri-and fourgrams for both the words (WCH2, WCH3, WCH4) and lemmas (LCH2, LCH3, LCH4) as we expect them to be more robust to noise, like orthographic variation, than token-based representations.
• Polarity lexicon features. Because we suspect that negative polarity in a post might be correlated with suicidality, we implemented the following polarity features based on two subjectivity lexicons available for Dutch [21, 5] , and one lexicon for emoticons [24] : the ratio of matched positive or negative tokens in a document (PAT-ratio+, PAT-ratio-, DUO-ratio+, DUOratio-, EMO-ratio+, EMO-ratio-), the sum of polarity scores of all matched lexicon entries (PAT-sum, DUO-sum, EMO-sum), and the raw positive and negative counts for emoticons (EMO-count+, EMO-count-). The PAT and DUO features were also calculated on the last 10 tokens of a post, since those might provide a summary of its emotional orientation.
• Domain-specific lexicon features were extracted through automatic terminology extraction [26] from a corpus of 290 transcripts from the CPZ emergency chat hotline. We included three types of term features: an exact match feature (TERM-exact) and two more relaxed variants for multiword terms, allowing for random word ordering either in a context of 5 words (TERM-local), or in the entire post (TERM-global).
• Topic model features for discovering semantically related words which are not captured by the BoW features. In absence of a large background corpus containing suicidal material, we used BootCaT [1] to crawl a corpus of web documents about suicide. As seed terms, we used the most frequent terms which were extracted from the chat transcripts, leading to 105 search terms that were used by BootCaT to retrieve 50 pages for each query. The resulting background corpus, containing over two million words, and the previously mentioned chat transcripts corpus were then fed to Gensim [33] for the construction of latent semantic topic models. We derived two types • Surface features describing the basic surface properties of the original text such as post length (LENGTH), ratio of capitalised characters (CAPS-char), ratio of tokens with more than one capitalised letter (CAPS-token).
• Named entity features, extracted with DBPedia Spotlight [28] . We hypothesized that the presence of names of people, organisations, etc. could help in recognising journalistic and informative texts, as well as personal texts about celebrities. Therefore, we added three features based on the DBPedia ontology linking: one binary feature indicating the presence of one or more NEs in a post (NE-presence), and two integer features indicating the number of (unique) named entities (NE-count, NE-unique).
The resulting feature vectors consist of 1,934,186 individual features, the bulk of which (> 99.9%) are binary BoW features. In Section 5.1, we discuss how feature vector size was reduced.
Learning algorithm
In the text classification literature, support vector machines (SVMs) and Naive Bayes (NB) are commonly used. When properly tuned, they have been observed to achieve similar to better performance compared to more complex algorithms, and are typically sufficient for solving practical text categorisation problems [22, 36] . In a controlled study on common text categorisation methods by [46] , SVMs were found to be robust in dealing with skewed category distributions.
In our experiments, we use LIBSVM 3 , version 3.17 [3] . Since the hyperparameters of a learning algorithm can have a dramatic impact on performance, a variety of SVM settings was experimentally explored:
• Linear, polynomial and sigmoid kernels. We omit the RBF kernel, which is less suitable for the high-dimensional feature vectors typical of text classification [17] .
• Soft margins cost parameter C (2 −6 to 2 12 , stepping by a factor of 4)
• For non-linear kernels, we varied the free parameter γ between 2 −14 and 2 4 (stepping by a factor of 4), and the polynomial degree d between 2 and 5. We expect better results for lower degrees of freedom, since larger degrees tend to overfit on NLP problems [13] .
All data sets were scaled before applying SVM, i.e. all feature values were linearly mapped to the range [0, 1], using the svm-scale utility bundled with LIBSVM.
Evaluation
We evaluated models in terms of F-score on the positive class. Given the skewness of the detection task, we consider other metrics less suitable. Whereas F-score is affected by skew in only one direction (for the majority class), Cohen's kappa is affected in both directions [20] . This makes it less interpretable for comparing performance on datasets that have different levels of skew (e.g.
between the cross-validation and the held-out datasets). A rank metric such as area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC ROC) is unaffected by skew, but for a minority class detection task with strong skew, it would fail to intuitively show the burden of false-positive predictions, because it compares them to the total amount of instances (false positive rate), rather than to the amount of true positives (precision). For this reason, [34] argues against the use of AUC ROC with strongly imbalanced datasets in which the number of negatives outweighs the number of positives significantly.
We report F-scores with β = 1, resulting in a harmonic mean of precision and recall, but also with β = 2. The latter gives more weight to recall, which is important in this domain: false negatives (not detecting a potentially suicidal post) are more problematic than false positives. In an application of our task, where posts are automatically filtered for review by a suicide prevention worker, false positives can still be ignored by the user, whereas false negatives would not be presented. A risk of overemphasizing recall is that moderation could become ineffective when there are too many false alarms.
All models are evaluated using tenfold cross-validation on the training corpus of 10 000 posts. Four models with optimal features and hyperparameters are trained on all the training data, and used for held-out testing, scaling experiments and error analysis.
As a baseline, we report scores of an SVM classifier with default hyperparameters (linear kernel, C = 1), which exclusively relies on token unigrams.
Model optimisation
Optimisation, as argued in [16] , is an essential exploration of the space of possible experiments, and allows reliable conclusions to be drawn about the performance of a given machine learning method exploiting a given set of features.
Feature selection
Since the tasks of detecting suicide-related and severe messages in usergenerated content are novel, we do not know from previous work which type of information is useful for accurate classification. However, it is unlikely that the full feature vectors of almost two million individual features will produce the best results. Therefore, we experimented with two types of feature selection:
a filter approach in which feature selection is done independently of classifier performance and a wrapper approach where classifier performance guides the selection.
Feature filtering. With a filter approach to feature selection, an evaluation function is used to score each feature's informativeness for a given task, without explicitly testing the features with a learning algorithm. Selection can be done by keeping the n features with the highest score, or by removing features that score below a given threshold. There are a number of metrics available to perform this selection, including information gain, gain ratio, chi-squared, document frequency, mutual information, odds ratio and binormal separation. Based on the benchmark studies of [47] and [8] , we opted to used information gain. The threshold to filter features was set heuristically to 0.001, so that the number of features for both tasks would be around 20 000, a dimensionality reduction of two orders of magnitude. This resulted in 21 791 features for the relevance task and 9,351 features for the severity task.
Wrapped feature selection. Wrapper methods determine the informativeness of a feature set by validating it with the intended learning algorithm. The main advantages of this approach are that it selects the optimal features for a specific problem and learner, rather than using a heuristic metric to estimate feature salience, and that it test combinations of features rather than features in isolation, so that feature interactions and redundancies are considered. As opposed is computationally much more involved than calculating a filtering metric. We defined three ways of partitioning the features:
• group selection, where each of the 46 groups is either entirely included or excluded
• nbest feature group selection, in which the number of features in each group is limited to the 500 best features, according to the information gain metric
• stratified selection, whereby each feature group is sorted by IG and split into a number of strata. The number of strata is varied taking into account the differences in feature group size. We define the number of strata S i for feature group i as a function of its feature count n i , by rounding the cube root of group size to the nearest integer:
The motivation for using the cube root is that it provides a good tradeoff between granularity and number of strata. Small feature groups (1 ≤ n i < 100) will be split into a small number of fine-grained strata (1 ≤ S i ≤ 5).
As feature group size goes up, they are split into more bins, but the number of bins grows slowly. This prevents the search space from becoming too large, but comes at the expense of granularity. A group with 1 000 features, for example, will be split into 10 bins of size 100. Using this binning strategy, we obtain 187 stratified groups for the relevance task, and 154 for severity.
Hyperparameter optimisation
The hyperparameters of the learner can have an influence on practical aspects of running the algorithm, such as speed or required memory, but can also affect performance. We therefore performed hyperparameter optimisation so as to minimise the training error. Hyperparameters like the cost value C for SVM, for example, influence the capacity of a learner to fit the training data, and can be tuned with the goal of preventing underfitting (the model does not capture underlying trends in the training data) and overfitting (the model is overly complex and fits noise in the data), so as to achieve good generalisation. For the task of detecting high-risk suicidal content, for example, a model suffering from overfitting would only be capable of detecting posts with features (e.g. words)
that are very similar to the ones found in specific positive training instances, and suffer from low recall as a result.
Since we do not know beforehand which hyperparameter combination is optimal for the two classification tasks, we varied the following hyperparameters:
we allow 3 kernels, 10 cost values C, 10 γ values and 4 degrees of freedom d.
Considering the compatibility of the kernels with the other hyperparameters, the following amounts of combinations are possible: 10 (C) for linear kernels, 10 × 10 × 4 = 400 (C × γ × d) for polynomial kernels and 10 × 10 = 100 (C × γ)
for sigmoid kernels, making a total of 510 possible combinations.
In experiments where no hyperparameter optimisation is applied, we use the LIBSVM default settings: a linear kernel with C = 1.
Parallel optimisation with genetic algorithms
Hyperparameter optimisation and feature selection each present a search problem that needs to be solved. Since both optimisation steps can also interact, we performed joint optimisation in which both problems are considered at the same time. Two possible approaches to tackling this search problem are manual tuning in which different combinations are manually evaluated, or grid search, which is an exhaustive search method. In the case of feature selection, hillclimbing has also long been a popular search procedure, but it is sensitive to local optima.
We opted to use genetic algorithms [15, 11, 44] for the joint optimisation.
They have been shown to work well for jointly estimating features and hyperparameters for SVM [4] and offer the advantage that optimisation is initialised from a variety of points in the search space. Evolutionary algorithms borrow the concepts of fitness-based selection, mutation, inheritance and evolution, and apply them to a search problem. First, the search space is represented as a genome of fixed length. In the case of joint feature selection and hyperparameter optimisation, the genome will consist of one binary-valued gene for each feature group (with value 1 if the feature group is selected, 0 if it is not), and one multivalued gene per hyperparameter (see Figure 2 for an example). The exact size of the search space for each optimisation run is described in the third column of Tables 3 to 7 .
An initial population is created containing a fixed number of individuals.
Next, the fitness of all individuals in the population is evaluated using a fitness function, in our case F-score. If the termination criterion (e.g. stop when the highest fitness has not changed in five generations) has not been satisfied, a new population of individuals is created relying on mechanisms such as selec- tion, mutation and crossover. The evolution continues until termination. With genetic algorithms, we have at our disposal a means of finding solutions in a large search space. It is much more efficient than e.g. testing every possible solution, but the computation time t required to evaluate a single candidate solution is still quite significant. On a single 3.5 GHz core, for example, doing tenfold cross-validation on our experimental dataset (with all features and default hyperparameters) takes in the order of hours for LIBSVM.
It should therefore not surprise that fitness calculation is the most timeconsuming step in a GA search. In order to reduce the overall computation time, the genetic algorithm toolbox Gallop [7] was developed to run the optimisation in parallel. It is a Python library based on DEAP 4 , the Distributed Evolutionary Algorithms in Python framework [9] . Gallop provides the functionality to wrap a complex optimisation problem as a genome, and to distribute the computational load of the GA run over multiple processors or to a high performance computing cluster. When a population is created or offspring pro- We used single-point crossover with a probability of 0.9, and a mutation rate of 0.3. These settings are both relatively high to promote exploration, which can compensate for the small population size and avoid premature convergence.
We applied elite selection at a rate of 0.1, i.e. promoting the fittest 10% of a population directly to the next generation. For the remaining 90%, we used tournament selection with a tournament size of three. Roulette wheel selection is significantly slower than other methods, and truncation selection offers little exploration [12] . Tournament selection provides a good trade-off between speed and exploration when the tournament size is sufficiently small.
Evolution was terminated after 50 generations, or when the best fitness had changed less than 0.0001 over the last 5 generations. In practice, all optimisation runs converged before reaching the maximum number of generations. As an example, Figure 3 shows the convergence of the 7 optimisation runs towards required about 2300 compute hours.
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Results and discussion
In this chapter, we start by presenting the results of the optimisation experiments with cross-validation on the training set (n = 10, 000). We describe performance on the relevance and severity detection tasks (6.1 and 6.2), and how it differs between optimisation strategies. The effects of optimisation are discussed in more detail in Section 6.3, and selected feature groups in Section 6.4.
Using the four best classifiers from the cross-validation experiments, we discuss learning curve behaviour and how performance is affected on the highly skewed held-out test set (n = 10, 000) in Section 6.5). Finally, the scaling datasets (up to n = 300, 000) are used to further increase skew and approach the real-world incidence of alarming posts. We do a qualitative analysis of the positive predictions from the systems and discuss usability in Section 6.6.
Relevance task
For the detection of suicide-related posts, the classification objective is to label a post as either relevant or not. Tables 3 and 4 Table 3 were optimised towards F 1 , those in Table 4 towards F 2 .
To determine whether the difference between a pair of systems is statistically significant, we applied two-tailed binomial testing on their outputs [35] . Table 5 shows the results of these pairwise comparisons, for a regular significance level of The best-performing model, obtained after joint optimisation with stratified feature groups, achieves an F 1 score of 92.69%, and offers a good balance between precision and recall. The best F 1 value is obtained in an optimisation towards F 2 , although the best score from an F 1 -optimised system (92.55%)
is not statistically different. Both systems use the same stratified setup with hyperparameter optimisation.
Severity task
Posts that contain a severe threat of suicide are complex to detect, both for human annotators and machine learning models. The scores shown in Tables   6 and 7 are considerably lower than those for the relevance task. This is not surprising, given that humans are also puzzled more by the ambiguity inherent to this task (reflected in lower inter-annotator agreement scores in Table 8 : Significance of pairwise difference between system outputs for severity, * <= 0.05, * * * <= 0.0014 (Bonferroni-adjusted). Above diagonal: F1-optimised systems, below diagonal:
F2-optimised systems.
feature selection (see Table 8 ). When optimising towards F 2 , nbest feature selection needs to be combined with hyperparameter optimisation to significantly beat the baseline. Between the optimised systems, adding feature selection always brings improvement over the systems with all features (regardless of hyperparameter optimisation), and in most cases this improvement is significant.
The best F 1 score of 69.51% is obtained with stratified feature group selection. The system finds 2 out of 3 severe posts, and only 1 in 4 suggested posts is not severe. From a usability perspective, this is very reasonable in terms of noise, and can be considered a step forward in automated prevention practice.
Nevertheless, better recall is desirable.
Effects of optimisation
The results indicate that the genetic algorithm approach to optimise the selected features and hyperparameters is effective: optimisation invariably improves performance, with error reductions of up to 25% for both tasks. Most of these improvements are strongly significant compared to the baseline, and the choice of feature selection method and inclusion of hyperparameter optimisation can have a significant impact.
We optimised towards two fitness objectives: F 1 , and F 2 for improved recall.
For both tasks, optimisation towards F 2 often yields the best overall F 1 and F 2 score. We hypothesize that optimising towards recall is the better strategy for this task. All classifiers optimised for F 1 obtain a score that is balanced in terms of precision and recall, whereas F 2 classifiers consistently achieve lower precision and higher recall. In other words, the different optimisation objectives reliably steer the GA in the preferred direction, but the aim for better recall eventually leads to the best F 1 scores as well. It is plausible that F 1 optimisation discards sub-optimal solutions with high recall before they can be fine-tuned for better precision. Rather than optimising towards a single objective function, it would be beneficial to optimise precision and recall simultaneously and find solutions spread along the full Pareto-optimal front. Experiments with multiobjective genetic algorithms like NSGA-II [6] are a promising avenue for future work.
Hyperparameter and joint optimisation can make the difference between a pair of classifiers statistically significant. Nbest feature group selection, for example, significantly outperforms no feature selection only when it is combined with hyperparameter optimisation (for both tasks). For the relevance task, tuning the hyperparameters leads to better performance, especially in terms of recall. For severity, hyperparameters have a less predictable impact, and including them for optimisation can even deteriorate the optimal results. We found this to be caused by search space sparsity, which can be remedied by increasing the population size for the genetic algorithm.
Unlike hyperparameter optimisation, feature selection is always effective. Of the three tested strategies for feature selection, stratified feature group selection performed best. It offers more granularity by splitting large feature groups into ranked bins. The selection results demonstrate that this is beneficial: in the ngram feature groups, for example, more than half of the bins is removed. Not only does this result in better scores, it also makes for a model that requires fewer features. Furthermore, we find that strata are selected from all stratified feature groups. Instead of having to include or exclude entire groups, as is the case with group and nbest selection, the search algorithm can pick the most useful subsets of a feature group.
Selected features
We defined a variety of features with the aim of gaining an insight into what kind of information is relevant for suicidality modelling. Overall, we find that virtually all feature groups are informative to some extent. More specifically, Table 9 (relevance) and 10 (severity) show how often each feature group was selected in the top individuals at the end of an optimisation run. Selection status is shown for the group and nbest selection methods. Tables for stratified selection are omitted for brevity (since they contain many more groups), but the same trends persist. The following observations can be made:
• Both token and character bag-of-words features are often selected. We notice that ngrams based on the original words are mutually interchangeable with those based on lemmas. For the relevance task, token unigrams and bigrams are preferred, whereas for severity, there is a clear preference for longer ngrams: trigrams are selected, unigrams are discarded. This would indicate that relevant posts can be successfully identified with short keywords, whereas the added specificity of collocations is required for severity detection.
• Term features with non-exact matching are always included. This validates the approach of extracting highly salient collocations from a specialised corpus. Relaxed term matching also provides better abstraction than the token ngram or exact term matching features. • The assumption that negative (or lack of positive) polarity is associated with posts about suicide is confirmed. Features from the polarity lexicons are selected for both tasks. Additionally, we find that the polarity of the final words in a message is most informative.
• The miscellaneous feature groups are selected least often. For the severity task, named entity information is salient. We speculate that these features may help in labeling informative and journalistic messages as non-severe.
Held-out testing and learning curves
We selected the best classifiers per task and per optimisation objective (four in total) for training on the entire dataset using their optimal hyperparameters and features. In this section, we discuss how they behave on a held-out test set that has much higher skew than the training set. Both sets contain 10, 000
instances, but support in the held-out set is just 58 for the relevance task (training set: 812), and 26 for severity (training set: 238). Given the limited support, quantitative results allow some observations, but they should be interpreted with caution. We perform a qualitative analysis of the results on this held-out test in Section 6.6.
The held-out results for relevance (Table 11) show F 1 -scores of around 75%, with high precision at over 97%. Recall drops considerably compared to the cross-validation experiments, from above 90% to around 60%. This can be partly explained by the higher proportion of severe posts in the relevant sample (almost half), since severe posts generally contain more implicit references to distress. For the severity task, results from the two selected systems differ considerably: the F 1 -optimised system obtains the better F 1 -score of 56.41%, Table 11 : Classification scores on the held-out test set for four selected classifiers (HO = hyperparameter optimisation, FS = feature selection, obj = optimisation objective).
with higher precision than in cross-validation, but lower recall. Interestingly, both F 1 -optimised systems obtain better recall on the held-out test set than their F 2 -optimised counterparts. suggests that obtaining additional data would be beneficial. This is true in particular for the severity task, which has fewer support instances and shows a threefold increase in validation score as training size increases. Held-out scores improve with additional data as well. For F 2 -optimized systems, however, the learning effect is less outspoken: validation scores level off more, and held-out score decreases for relevance and is erratic for severity. We believe the variance of these systems is too high. Overfitting would also explain why the F 2 -optimised systems achieve lower recall on the held-out test set than the systems optimized for F 1 .
Scaling and qualitative analysis
For the cross-validation experiments, we reported results on a dataset with a high incidence of suicide-related material. However, the incidence of positive instances in real-world user generated content is much lower. We are not aware of any studies that estimate the ratio of suicide-related messages in social media, but given the low epidemiological ratios and the assumption that an individual's suicidal behaviour will not always be manifest in his or her social media activity, to an increasingly smaller ratio of known positive instances in the data. Since the scaling datasets have not been annotated, we do not know if they contain suicide-related posts. We therefore cannot report on the recall of our models, are produced on this big dataset than with the relevance system, although more than half of them contain suicide risk factors, and are therefore not entirely irrelevant. At less than 0.01% of the data, noise is still acceptably low for the system to be usable in a real-world application.
Conclusions and future work
The current study presents the first investigation of automatic text classification as a solution for detecting suicidality in the (online) population. Contrary to previous studies, it does not rely solely on keyword filtering to find suiciderelated messages, but makes use of machine learning to improve performance in terms of precision and recall, which can both be evaluated with the manually annotated experimental corpus.
Experiments focused on two tasks: the detection of suicide-related posts, and of severe, high-risk content. Results show that both types of messages can be detected with high precision. Therefore, the amount of noise generated by the system is minimal, even on very large datasets, making it usable in a realworld prevention setting. Recall is high for the relevance task, but at around 60%, it is considerably lower for severity. This is mainly attributable to implicit references to suicide, which often go undetected.
To improve classification performance, the models were optimised using feature selection, hyperparameter optimisation, or a combination of both. A distributed genetic algorithm approach proved successful in finding good solutions for this complex search problem, and resulted in better models. After feature selection, a variety of information sources was found to be informative for both tasks, including token and character ngram bags-of-words, features based on LSA topic models, polarity lexicons and named entity recognition, and suiciderelated terms extracted from a background corpus. The results indicate that it is beneficial to abstract away from the surface word forms, given the success of topic model and character ngram features.
An important limitation to using supervised text classification for suicide prevention is the dependence on labeled data. Although suicide-related data that has been annotated by experts is very valuable, it is problematic to obtain in at least two respects: the very low incidence in general-domain data makes manual annotation prohibitively slow and expensive, and collecting and distributing data from suicide prevention centers is complex or potentially un-desirable for reasons of privacy and consent. Furthermore, the data and system presented in this paper is specific to Dutch. In future work, we intend to investigate cross-lingual transfer as a method to address these limitations: it could allow to build systems for other languages, based on the Dutch training data, and to pool the resources available for different languages into a single larger and more diverse training set. Cross-lingual transfer has been shown to improve performance for resource-poor languages, for tasks including POS tagging, dependency parsing and named entity recognition. Typical approaches use bitext [48, 43] , although recent work reduced [40] or entirely eliminated the dependence on parallel corpora [49] .
The systems will also be evaluated in a real-world prevention setting. The responsiveness of forum moderators to suicidal posts will be compared in a setup with and without the software. Another alley for future work is to reduce the linguistic noise that is typical of user-generated content. Automatic text normalisation techniques may be applied to bring text closer to the linguistic norm and reduce variation. By improving lexical recall, overall performance could be improved.
